1. Skriitzz4+z-4+bang 4+7.. 2. ... and boks!
Dear readers - Today we are gonna research
how to get rid of famine and that is why we
are going to deepen our knowledge about how
porridge atoms are expanded vertically. 3. Just
like einstein wrote in the theory of relativity. 4.
If inversed this energy can be used to multiply
porridge atoms. 5. To handle such massive
energy porridge must be mixed with boiling
water. 6. Then I add a pinch of atom expanding
powder. 7. An at last, porridge is simmered 15
minutes with hyper sound waves. 13. What on
earth is happening here? 15. Ha haa, its working!
16. Help!!!! 23. Wuhuu! Finally there is solution
to famine. 24. And it will bring me nobel prize.
26. Good evening. 27. Serious natural disaster
has struck Northern Europe when parts... 28. ...
of Finland, Sweden and Estonia were covered
in porridge. 29. Approximately 700 000 people
have lost their houses. 30. The infrastructure is
heavily damaged and all the time expanding
porridge means complicated rescue work. 31.
I was out with my poodle when suddenly the
giant porridge wave hit the street. 32. Then
second wave came and buried everything under
it. 33. I survived by eating a tunnel through the
porridge. 34. During the evening disaster spread
to Russian borders and St. Petersburg has to be
evacuated. 35. Countries surrounding The Baltic
Sea has also been ruined. 36. Cause for disaster is
yet unknown. 37. The accused is found guilty. 38.
Destruction of Helsinki and Tallinn, careless use
of porridge, genocide attempt, misuse of kitchen
equipments... 39. destruction of 700 000 houses,
fishing misdemeanor... 40. explosive violation
and 521 assaults... 40. also earlier sentenced
restraining order is expanded to apply to
accused and the porridge boiled by him. 41. As a
punishment I sentence the accused... 42. To clean
the mess he caused. 43. Tomorrow trial continues
with porridge industry claims. 44. No, no, I just
wanted to help. 45. Next time we will research
how to turn back time. Until then PO KA PO KA!

Comic bloggers:
a small plea for
more creativity

On 15.11.2008
the Finnish Comics Society
started a new online service
for comic artists: sarjakuvablogit.com, an easy comics
blog template that was specifically finetuned towards
the needs of comic artists.
Before then most artists had
a ’Vuodatus’ account, with
the occasional wordpress and
blogspotters. This service was
different (sponsorfree!) and
hoped to gather finnish comic
artists under one roof.
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Sarjakuvablogit.com proved to be an instant success. Actually, it’s
almost a textbook example of word of mouth ’pull’: a few trendsetters show the example and as a result a whole crowd of users followed suit. Even Apple could have learned a thing or two from the
success. A few notable bloggers (Milla Palloniemi, Mari Ahokoivu,
Olli Hietala,..) were asked if they wanted to switch to sarjakuvablogit.com and help boost the success and not soon afterwards
the blogservice was a fixed feature in the finnish comics world.
One major thing that also contributed was the fact that ’Vuodatus’
(before then the most popular format for comic blogs in finland)
was owned by Alma Media. And Alma Media published Lapin
Kansa newspaper which had just one month earlier fired newly
hired chief editor Johanna Korhonen because they found she was
lesbian. Not a nice company, not one you would want to support
by using their products.
Now, three years later there are about 3000 registered users, with
more then 250 active users (meaning: real people, not spambots).
Maybe a modest figure to some, but for me that’s a staggering
amount. I mean, 250 comic artists in Finland alone! That extrapolates to roughly 15000 artists in the US....
The purpose of a comic blog can be manifold. If you are already
an established artist, a blog is a nice and easy way of keeping your
fans and followers up to date with what you are doing, showing
maybe a few sketches here and there, detailing a bit on your workmethods etc. Craig Thompson’s Dootdootgarden seems a good
example for instance. Letting people know you are alive and still
doing comics is important, especially since making comics is a
very timeconsuming art form and many years can pass in between
finished products. Other professionals might chose the blogformat
to spew their views on the comics field (Warren Ellis) or to fill it up
with content and merchandise for extra revenue (Johnny Ryan).
In Finland, it seems that most professional comic artist (and by
professional i mean ”being able to make a living off your trade”)
don’t seem to bother with blogs at all (or homepage). By my reckoning there are only about 10-15 professionals in Finland and only
three keep up an interesting blog (Ville Ranta, Ville Tietäväinen
and Milla Palloniemi). Others, the best selling Pertti Jarla, Juba,
Kari Korhonen, Matti Hagelberg,... have little to zero webpresence.
Petri Hiltunen, on the other hand, seems to be satisfied with a
good old fashioned web1.0 homepage.
So it looks like comic blogs in Finland remain the field of amateurs
alone. Which is fine. I for one couldn’t think of a better place
to start making comics than drawing lots of stories and putting
them online, awaiting feedback and trolls. It sure beats drawing
alone in your ’studio’ *cough* bedroom! *cough* and dragging
your art to conventions and cynical editors once or twice per year,
as the reality was until the 90s. In Finland you not only have the
protection of internet anonymousity, you are also blessed with
the support of a small scale scene friendliness. There really is
no reason to put off from throwing your art online and it seems
the finnish national disease (shyness) has been overcome in this
matter, hence the 250 active users. That’s a lot of comics drawn,
scanned and posted, man. Daily reading pleasure for many hours,
with comment sections to boot.

However, that’s where the good news show ends because frankly,
the content is a bit underwhelming. Sure, there are a few good
bloggers out there, I’ll grant you that, but for the rest I’m bored
just like the Deftones song.
WHERE IS THE CREATIVITY, PEOPLE?
Really, where is it? I know, I know: creativity is not something that
can be taught easily (although you could study ”creativity” at the
prestigious Aalto university when it named itself the University
of Arts and Creativity but after students protest they unforfunately renamed themselves boringly University of Arts, Design
and Architecture. Bummer).
Creativity or at least some more diversity would be nice. Change
of spice you know. The Finnish comic blogs are all so similar. You
don’t believe me? Let me break it down for you.
First of all, there are roughly only two kinds of comic genres being
used: three panel humour strips and autobiographical comics.
I can be short about humour strips which seem to be the most
popular kind of comics in Finland nowadays: I don’t like them. As
far as I am concerned that genre died when Watterson decided to
quit Calvin and Hobbs. Safe from Fingerpori (which I read to test
my Finnish language skills), funny gag strips are seldom and far
in between. I haven’t yet laughed with a Finnish humour strip (or
with recent Finnish TV for that matter). And if it doesn’t have a
punchline, that gag is a waste of paper or cyberspace, if you ask me.
When it comes down to autobiographical comics; you would think:
here I am at my drawing board, no pressures or financial obligations. I can do what I want with the rich medium of comics. My
teachers at Liminka / Orivesi / Muurla art schools have forcefed
me Scott McClouds Understanding Comics. I have ”the infinite
canvas” at my disposal. Yet for some reason the only kind of comics I produce are autobiographical.
But where is all the other stuff? The epic tales, the story archs, the
experimental comics a la Ruppert /Mulot, the heartfelt excursrion
of past memories? Maybe I just haven’t come across artists who
draw exactly a different kind of stories? Could be. There is a legendary phrase on the Finnish comics forum Kvaak which somebody posted: apparently there’s a whole bunch of talented comic
artists out there that make comics, and I quote, ’almost as good
as Marvel’. Boy am I waiting for second rate superhero comics
from Finland (and you, dear reader, as well I might hope?). These
invisible talents, however, have chosen not to make their work
public so I am unable to comment on those works.
You would expect maybe more from the manga warfront and their
whole deviantart scene. The thing about manga is, that stories
tend to be 1000+ page turners and the current manga enthoused
finnish comic artist is between 15-22 years old. No offence kids
but it seems that you ain’t got the stamina yet for these kind of
long stories. At least not that i have seen. There are again exceptions of course but it’s not quite there yet. Aura Ijäs Miro comic
for example is the kind of story I, as a publisher, would react to
in the following manner: ’This is great! Now redraw and rewrite

So that leaves the reader with mostly autobiographical comics
in the blogosphere. Don’t get me wrong, I have nothing against
autobiographical comics. Hell, how would the comic world look
like without the works of Crumb, David B., Spiegelman, etc. But
if it’s the only thing offered, it starts to make me wonder why. To
top it all off, most comic bloggers here seem to be of the same
age group (between 18-30), all well off caucasion young people
with first world problems. In fact, the work of Leo Kuikka seems
all the more refreshing since he draws about the dpressive life of
his middle-aged alter ego whose biggest pleasure is ’watching TV’.
Autobiography is of course the easiest genre to start with. I understand that, you got to begin somewhere. In that novice position
as a comic artist, having an extravagant personality goes a long
way to make your art interesting. Wether you are a porn addicted
cheapskate like Joe Matt, a semi-depressed alcoholic (Hergé) or
just your average dumpsterdiving punkloving riotgrrrl, you are
bound to come up with some interesting and funny anecdotes
and mis en scenes. Once you have depleted your most obvious
and juicy memories, the comic blog scene has probably kept the
fire going by collectively pushing bloggers to do comics about the
same themes simultanously. Sure, it helped boost comradery and
teamspirit amongst fellow bloggers but again: it’s basically the
same kind of comic all over time and time again. I would like to
see some more change in that.
Since I am not here to whine or to be a negative asshole, I would
like to provide few tips and pointers that might encourage people
to broaden their spectrum as a comic artist.
Basically I see three major fields where improvement / more variety is due. 1: more interesting characters 2: different ways of
narration 3: longer stories. I will indulge in proposing some solutions for that triumvirate.
First off I would still like to stress that there is in theory nothing wrong with what most comic bloggers are doing now. Like I
mentioned, I don’t have anything against autobiographical comics.
You want to get your inspiration from everyday life, you wanna
keep shit real? No problemo.
Also I am not giving technical drawing tips, as far as I am concerned your comics can be drawn in the ugliest stickfigure fashion
there is; again: no problemo.
Longer stories. Mmm. Requires effort and I am aware I am reading
all these stories for free anyway, so you might think I am demanding too much. In some sense you would be right, but making
longer stories will obviously improve your skills as a comic artist.
Every year the 24 hour comic event shows a surprising array of
comics that usually wander away from the autobiographical genre.
So why not do more of these experiments? I am not asking for
long graphic novels, but more 15 plus page short stories would
enrich the comics blog world tremendously. Sure it demands more
preparations, effort and skill but believe me: you’ll learn a hell
of a lot more from doing these longer stories then from posting
autobiographical anecdotes.
Coming to our second problem, characterbuilding, I’ll be darned
if there is a sure-fire way to create interesting characters. It requires empathy and a solid imagination, none of which are easily
acquired. There are of course tricks of the trade that make dramatazing characters easy.
Let’s start with an example: on your way to the store you see a
totally drunken slob shooting off obsceneties. Most comic bloggers would use this anecdote in their blog and illustrate the event
literally as it happened. A shame! What could be a better exercise
then to try and reconstruct how that bum ended up there on that

spot and saying those things. Remember that poetic police officer
who embellished boring police reports? ’Thief caught stealing alcohol in local supermarket’ would receive the following treatment
’Waking late afternoon, our professional pickpocketer looks in
the mirror and sees a unshaven man in his forties with bloodshot
eyes and a craving for nicotine and alcohol. Not finding any loose
change around the appartment, he heads out to the local store
and decides to slip beer into his pocket and leaves without paying.’ You see, that’s what I am talking about! Place yourself in the
mindset of your antagonist and really try to understand all his or
her actions. Why not try, for example, to make a comic with your
father / mother as a main character and live through one day?
Maybe you have come up with some interesting personas already?
Then remains still the obstacle on how to convey the rich psychological palette of that person towards the reader. Not an easy task,
since I as a reader, don’t know anything of what’s going on in your
mind, the author, when you are making up the story. You have to
lay it out for me, all of it and make that person alive in my mind.
There are basically three ways of getting information across about
your character (to the reader). The first, most direct way, is to let
the character (or narrator) describe himself. A straightforward
method, you might think. Wrong! How many times in real life
does it come up in casual conversation: ’Hi I am a 30 year old shy
and insecure Finnish guy with a slight alcohol problem.’ Not too
often. Okay, maybe sometimes but pretty rarely. It’s still a usable technique though and one that for example Daniel Clowes
has used a lot in his short stories. The thing with Clowes is that
he doesn’t describe a person boringly, by stating his main characteristics (loyal, strong, honest, depressed,..). Instead he uses
phrases such as ”He had a mild fascination for Nazi-Germany” or
”After breaking up she systematically starts dating all his friends”.
These idiosynchronatic details seem to have at first no immediate
reflection on a person’s psyche or state of mind, yet on second
thought they do just that. So my advice; create a character and
describe him / her with small, weird details instead of using broad
generalizations. It works! Satisfaction guaranteed.
The second method of getting information about your character
across is letting two other characters of the story share information about him / her. Yeah, you read that right: let them gossip. Happens all the time anyway, or as George Costanza nailed
it: ’I am much more comfortable criticising people behind their
backs.’ Keep in mind though: in conversation people lie, people
talk bullshit. Use that in your stories, let characters say things that
are completely untrue (about other characters for example) just to
keep the reader alert and keep the story interesting. Similarly, and
a fun way to challenge the reader is to have a discrepancy between
how a character sees his world and how the viewer experiences
it. In Seth’s ”George Sprott” the main character views himself as
an interesting tv-host, educating young generations about the
fascinating world of the northern arctic life. The astute reader,
however, sees an old man, a relic from the past hosting an out of
date TV-show that little people care about.
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we change that now and then, for example by doing something
as simple as having the narrator and the main character being
different people? Kraut, by Peter Pontiac for instance, is a long
160 page illustrated letter of Peter to his missing father Joop.
In his letter he doesn’t address the reader, but his father, who
is then the lead figure in this ’biographic’. There is something of
beauty in this schism, this thin line between the two role of narrator (an emotional rant by Peter) and the distant father (who
can’t reply and whom we get to know thanks to Peter’s detailed
detective work). Another different approach is the so called ’all
knowing narrator’ style, in which the narrator is not part of the
story at all, stays in the background but still knows everything
that goes on in everybody’s heads. Mind you, this technique has a
bad rep, in prose as well as in comics. This all-knowing, or godlike
narrator, which the readers associate with the voice of the author,
represents a bit dated view that the author is the ”authority” on
all events, leaving little room for interpretation on behalf of the
reader. Nowadays in postmodern literature stories are read from
a single characters point of view, a inherently flawed (but interesting!) view that leaves much up to the imagination of the reader.
With comics this all-knowing narrative style has been represented
in a slew of historical comics, literary adaptations or educational
graphic novels. In those, usually pretty horrible comics a vast
amount of information has been poured in text captions with
only the images to illustrate the text and with zero interaction
between image and word. You know the kind right? Blobs of texts
and uninteresting image under it. However, for an excellent use of
this narrative style, I might again refer to Daniel Clowes and his
Gynecology short story. Heavy on text indeed, but with a playful
narrator who enlights the reader with Clowes usual deadpan and
melancholic insights. Recommended to try.
So there you have it, those were my tips. I hope I shared some
useful information and I dare say that any further theoretical
discourse on the matter is all the more welcome. Just put some
quotes on your facebookwall and I’ll track you down to comment
on them. Over and out.
Jelle Hugaerts

The third and most natural way on how the reader forms an idea
about a character is by his own actions and words. Just like in real
life we observe people around us and form an opinion based on
how they behave and what they are saying. The more situations
your character is in the better we get to know him. In short, let
your guy loose his shit in as many and as varied kind of ways
possible.
Which brings us to the last and third problem or improvement
area: narration. Prose needs narration, it requires a voice that
describes the events and guides you through the story. Without
narrator you would end up with only dialogue, a bare-boned transcription of a theatre play. Comic art, however with it’s strong
visual core can rely on images to replace most of the narration. We
don’t need to write in a caption: ’What terrible features he had,
the kind of face that signals get the hell away from me’, you can
just draw it. The very idea of autobiography is that the narrator is
the same as the main character, who of course happens to be the
author. In that sense a very straightforward formula. How about
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everything!’ That’s actually not an insult, usually with the kind of
comics that get proposed to me for publication, I don’t even have
the illusion that there is an offshoot chance of artistic possibility
in the work, even with the most vigorous editing and redrawing.

The writer is a Belgian immigrant living in Finland, a teacher of
comics, a father of two kids and a publisher.

EMMANUEL’S LAST SWEATER 3. When I was in the 3rd grade, on a winter morning, we were playing soccer before class when Emmanuel, a kid in 4th grade had us stop the game because he suddenly couldn’t breathe. 4. It was a huge asthma attack, and he died shortly after the paramedics arrived, while we were attending our first class. 5. We weren’t so sad or shocked when we
learnt about it. It was just as if he was going to another school. 6. One thing, however, made an impression on me: the teachers were crying while watching the playground during the midday break. It was surreal. 7. It remained an intriguing event to us, though. During that week one would talk a lot about it on the playground like it was a supernatural incident. / He’s wandering
up there on the clouds now. 8. I dunno… I swear I heard strange noises in my room last night! / People say he said ”I just wanted to play soccer… ” and then he died. His last word was the name of his passion, isn’t it beautiful?! 9. A couple of months passed. 10. One evening, I came home from school having left my sweater on the playground. 11. Few days later, my mum came
with me to the principal’s office and asked if they’d found my sweater. / Check into these lost & found boxes. 12. Unfortunately, the sweater was not there. / Just take another one then… Those were found months ago and never claimed. 13. I wasn’t that up for picking someone else’s clothing. / I don’t know mum… the kid whose sweater it is may see me and recognize it…
14. Nevertheless, my mum picked a sweater from the box, somewhat similar to the one I lost. 15. It’ll be fine, you’ll wear it on weekends and holidays… And next time you’ll take care of your things. / Damnit! 16.That sweater stayed in my bedroom closet for months without being touched. 17. One day though, I finally agreed to wear the ’stolen sweater’ and went to school with
it. 18. During recess I was hot and took it off. 19. I then discovered something I never noticed before, written under the sweater’s label… 20. … ’EMMANUEL’ 21. He’s pulling a prank on me, using the new powers he earned up there… He’s getting his revenge for the sweater I stole after he died… 22. To be honest, at first I felt relieved because I knew nobody would recognize
and claim the sweater anymore. 23. But then I began to feel dirty, as if the sweater was carrying some disease or a curse that I would have caught. 24. I obviously never put that sweater on again, but it stayed in my room’s closet. 25. On the following nights I often felt like he was watching me from up there, trying to communicate with me. It gave me the chills. 27. A couple years
passed since he passed away and I still felt his stare upon me, but it felt more like a guardian angel looking after me. 28. Hey Emmanuel, do you realize that I’m older than you now? You’re still on the 4th grade after all! / You wish! I’m wiser than old people now. I’m aware of everything that happens in the world. 29. That year I heard during bible study that Jesus’ real first name was
Emmanuel too, so I understood that our fallen comrade was actually the incarnation of Jesus Christ who had passed amongst us and flown back home. 30. I don’t know what happened to the sweater afterwards. I guess my mum gave it to my cousins, or maybe for charity. I don’t think I ever told anyone about this until I was all grown up.

ROOPE ERONEN: DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS, CONTINUES FROM KUTIS #18-19.
Suddenly the door opens and miss Jantunen from the administration comes in. / I turn the white side of my cv at her.
/ Throw 5 or 6. / (2) / ”Busy copying something?” / ”I’m just making a copy of my duty shift calendar for my personal
archives...” / ”Ah, great timing! I’m just collecting them. I can take yours right away!” / Miss Jantunen is turned to you with
her open hand pointing at you. / I’m not giving her the paper! / That means you two are in conflict. Throw 51-100 and you
win, larger the better. / (52) / ”No fucking way!” / At least you get out of the room. / I’ll go back to the reception quickly /
Throw the four-sided dice. / (2) / You have two phone calls waiting. / I get them. / Throw more than 3 and you’ll remember
how to operate the machine. / (6) / ”Customer magazine service Contact Point, how can I help you?” / ”Hello, this is - munch
munch - / munch / slurp / Salminen from Quicktrix / We are looking for a producer for our - slurp - Customer Magazine.” /
”Just a minute, I’ll put you through.” / ”Customer magazine service Contact Point, how can I help you?” / ”Hello! It’s Max
Johansson from Slapcotec. I would need some consultation for making a customer survey.” / ”Just a minute, I’ll put you
through.” / I will stay on the line and tap. / ”Kiiskinen.” / ”Hello! It’s Max Johansson from Slapcotec. I would need some
consultation for making a customer survey.” / ”Ok. We should meet, is tomorrow at 9 a.m. ok? In my office.” / ”That’s fine.” /
”Great! Bring me a short description of your company’s overall vision, brand strategy, market power and of your three most
typical customers.” / ”Ok. See you tomorrow!” / ”Bye!”. / I hang up and wait. / It’s quiet. / I look around. / Hallways on your
right and left are empty. / How about the lobby? / No one. / I open my job application file. / Throw more than 6 with the tensided dice. / (7) / The file opens just the way you left it. / I’ll check the spelling and grammar. / How much you have in your
language skills? / +2 / Throw more than 6. / (1) / You find the spelling and grammar very good. / Um... I’ll check if there’s a
spell checker program on the computer. / But why? You find the spelling and grammar very good!

